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About This Game

Firstly born as a simple 7 soccer game, Seven Soccer has grown up and now it presents itself as a sci-fi soccer tale.

Inspired by some old sci-fi tv series, a short tale with a electrifying ending was added, in order to justify the events that were
told.

Before entering the heart of the game, it will be a short tutorial phase, in which you will learn the basic commands to play the
matches.

You begin as a child, with your mother teaching you to kick the ball (and in this phase you already notice the post-apocalyptic
scenery); then you’ll be in the public gardens with your friends, when the benches were the goal; and then you’ll be in a park

where you will learn to save the shots of the opponents. In 7 Soccer, in fact, the goalkeeper is completely under your control and
you will decide if you want him to dive and when.

THE LEAGUE
Once completed the tutorial, the difficult phase of the league will begin, where you will have to face nine teams of different

difficulty.
The final position in the table will have a certain importance, because once finished the league you will be able to challenge the

national teams of the various countries, but only if you unlock them from your score.
Winning against the national teams will let you gain tickets to enter the DOME (the more national teams you face, the more

tickets you gain - from here the importance of a good classification).

DOME
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The Dome is a place of challenges, through rooms in which obstacles of increasing difficulty are randomly placed. It will be
through this structure that you will be able to follow the evolving of the plot and to understand what happened to the human

kind.
Just the ones who will complete the Dome with a high general score, will unlock the complete final.
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Title: 7 Soccer: a sci-fi soccer tale
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Mario D'Eliso "Elis-D"
Publisher:
Mario D'Eliso
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Directx 9 compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: 1280*720 resolution

English,Italian
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The fights against Sir Alonne and the Fume Knight are probably the hardest and most epic ones of the game, and the area is
hard and well designed. Good job.. Good times... still remember when i was a little kid playing this.
Finally bought this on steam.

Really simple game. Easy to play. Suitable for people who are easy to get rage quit.. Quite fun, but short. Pace very slow. Had
everything finished in 5 hours. I wish there was more. My advice: only buy when on sale.. Eerie yet energetic, these epic
chiptune style tracks really suck you into the game's dangerous electronic world. Like the game itself, some elements are
inspired by the classic Metroid titles, but without feeling too derivative.

Once installed, this "DLC" shows up in the game's install directory in a folder labeled "Soundtrack". The tracks are 320kbps
VRB and are properly tagged and filenamed. You can also purchase the soundtrack on on the game's Bandcamp page if you
prefer. That option will also give you access to a .flac version of the soundtrack. Probably harder to find that version on sale,
though.

*update* They have updated it and you now get FLAC as well on Steam. Who knew playing as colored blocks engaging in
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\u0142\u20ae\u20b4 \u20a3\u2c64\u0246\u0246 \u20b3\u20a6\u0110 \u20b3 \u20b4\u20a5\u20b3\u2c60\u2c60
\u20b2\u20b3\u20a5\u0246 \u20b4\u00d8 \u2c67\u20b3V\u0246 \u20a3\u0244\u20a6
\u20b1\u2c60\u20b3\u024e\u0142\u20a6\u20b2 \u0142\u20ae!. I bought this game for less than a dollar, and what's here is a
short and amusing time-killer. Yet, it's hard to recommend this game; Control Craft 2 is quick and casual game, but its content
is shallow and and the amount of strategy is almost minimal. Could likely find a better free flash game variant of this.

Pros:
Quick 2-3 minute levels

Casual and easily assessible

Cheap Cons:
Very little strategy involved

Far too few levels

Free flash games have more depth

Incomplete features (actime abilities)

Straight port from mobile game. Sloppy controls and annoying jump mechanics. The game should've stopped
after world 2, world 3 was just garbage all around; annoying enemies, tight jumps (only made difficult by the
sloppy controls), and annoying sections to redo on death. One of the only games I quit before finishing because it
was just a waste of my time.
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The game costs less than 1 euro, but if you decide to buy this game let me tell you, it's going to be a well spent 1 euro. Simple
but well put together. Fun little timewaster.. Awesome co-op mode for playing with a friend while you're in VR!. broken,
unbalanced, totally \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 clicker with no effort.. Came
for\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 not enough\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in first 40 minutes tho.
. Not bad, not good. I enjoyed the boxing.. I like the game, but all the TrackMania 2 games have a few problems:

1. Any of the games in the series can serve as the shell host for the rest of them. So, let's say you buy them all, then you can play
them all directly within Stadium. Or Canyon. Or whatever. It's confusing. The game itself is nothing more than a shell. They
should just make the "base game" free with some sampler content, and then let you buy the others as DLCs.

2. If you play infrequently, you'll notice the game updates every time you play. OK, that's typical right? Yeah, but the update
goes about 100K per second. Right, 100 KILOBYTES... I typically update Steam games at around 8 MB/second, so this is
clearly an issue with this publisher and how they choose to update content. They're either being lazy or cheap, but it sucks. It
makes the game completely inaccessible to me.

Based on this, I cannot recommend any of the Trackmania 2 titles at this point.
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